Stained Glass
services

Thank you for your interest in our stained glass service.
As you look through this brochure, you will see that our Stained Glass is both a unique and varied
art. There are many different styles available to you, from many different periods of history. The
examples that we have laid out in this book are commonly requested and produce wonderful
results, but we are always happy to talk to you about individual designs as well. Please use the
following images as a guide to the commissioning process, to help you choose the right effects and
styles for you and your home.
Whether you know exactly what you would like, or are just beginning to think about
commissioning a piece, we hope that this brochure can give you some clarity on the design stages,
the making process and the end result.
At Bath Aqua Glass we strive to ensure that each piece is to the highest standard. From concept to
creation we can advise and help every step of the way. Making you happy makes us happy, and we
take great pride knowing that you may choose us to create something for you.
As different styles and effects may involve different glass treatments, this brochure also serves as a
guide to pricing. Pricing is ultimately determined by both size and complexity, as the larger or more
complicated a project is, the longer it will take to make. The chart below gives a rough idea of
how much a simple window will cost when commissioned. Please note, these prices do not cover
intricate leadwork, additional artworks such as glass painting, fusing, staining or engraving, or
installation services. These services can be calculated based on your vision for your piece.
The chart shows the approximate
costs of a window being made to
these sizes. For example, if your
window was 90cm high by 60cm wide,
the window would cost around £600. If
the window
is
bigger than the dimensions here, prices
are available on request. It is important to note that these prices cover a basic window design.
More complex designs (and designs that include roundels) will cost 2-3 times as much.

Sizes
30cm
60cm
90cm
120cm

30cm 60cm 90cm 120cm
£350 £350
£450
£600
£350 £450
£600
£900
£450 £600
£900 £1200
£600 £900 £1200 £1500

When creating stained glass windows there are many techniques that can be applied to the glass to
create different looks. We are proficient in stained glass painting, etching, sand blasting and
engraving, meaning you can have a truly one of a kind piece in your home. These additional artwork
elements are not included in the chart above.
After seeing the various types of window on offer, information on how to contact us is provided at
the back of the booklet. We hope you enjoy looking through the designs and look forward to
hearing from you soon.

A

Stained-glass window is more than just

a window.
Stained glass and Leaded Light designs
transform not just the room but the
surrounding area with the diffusion of colour
and light.
Compare the Sun and the Moon.
Just like the moon, a painting may be seen
and admired as a beautiful creation.
But it gives us no warmth. No light.

A stained-glass window
however, radiates warmth and
colour.
It expands beyond its natural
borders and when we bask in
its glow we smile.
Stained Glass is the sun of the
art world.
The colours in a window blend
subtly into the space around it,
transforming the frame into
part of the piece.
Mood, emotion and inspiration
can radiate from a central
point to infuse an entire space
with all manner of coloured
light.
We offer you
total
immersion into
colour.

Simple. Classic.
Elegant.

Georgian
style

Georgian style stained
glass is characterised
by its simplicity.
Pattern work with
small leaded details can
enhance any Georgian
property. A wonderful
way of transporting a
home back in time to
when glass windows
were a feature of a
house.
Add some character to
your house or
re-instate a classic feel.
Prices start from £350.

Different colours are always
available.

Art
Nouveau

Inspired by nature, this style of glass
rose to prominence in the late 19th
Century. Both Art Nouveau and Art
Deco were reactions to different
major world events, the industrial
revolution and world war one
respectively. Art Nouveau features
long organic lines and became known
for its beauty and elegance.

Inspired by

Charles
Rene
Macintosh

Inspired by the renowned Scottish designer Charles Rene Macintosh, who was
famous for redefining Art Nouveaux with his clean lines and stylized ‘Macintosh Rose’.
This is a design known around the world for its class and elegance. A timeless classic.

Art
Deco

The essence of the 20’s and 30’s.
Starting in France, immortalised in America, Art
Deco conjures images of glamour and exuberance,
combining modern (for the time) styles with fine
craftmanship.
Emerging as a reaction to the first world war and a
desire for celebration, Deco was inspired by
cubism, bright colours and exotic styles hailing
from the middle and far east. A truly universal
style, it incorporated different influences from all
over the world, and in its heyday sported the most
extravagant embellishments ever seen in the world
of glass.

Roundel
Windows

The ultimate in light interactive Stained Glass.
‘Roundels’ or ‘Crown Glass’, are hand spun circles, made by our specialist team of in-house
glass blowers. These uniquely manufactured pieces are bespoke pieces of art in their own
right, and are spun and coloured to order. The light they distort and project has an unparalleled effect.
Once you have decided on your colour scheme, our stained glass artists will put together a
proposed design for you. Due to the bulbous nature of roundels, there is an element of
improvisation needed for leading them together, and as such the artwork is created to give
you an impression of the finished window, rather than a perfect interpretation.
Stained Glass Roundel windows typically start at around £3000 per square meter. Roundels
can also be included in other stained glass designs as add-ons. These cost £12.50 - £125 each,
depending on size, and can look great as a centre piece in a window.

Cubism

Cubism was a revolutionary new
approach to representing reality
invented in around 1907–08 by artists
Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque.
They brought different views of
subjects (usually objects or figures)
together in the same picture, resulting
in paintings that appear fragmented
and abstracted.
When translated into glass, Cubism
becomes bold lines and shapes, vivid
colours and eye catching design.

Victorian
Style

Victorian builds on the Georgian style with the introduction of coloured border
work. This extra detailing gives you more colour and still allows for lots of light to
come through. A more ornate and detailed version of a previous era, with aesthetics
playing more of a key role, yet still adhering to the traditional fashions of the time.

CONTEMPORARY WINDOWS AND DOORS
Modern classics inspired by
nature.
These examples use
designs inspired by
‘modern ambiguous
imagery’ and reflect the
presence of nature in our
surroundings. These simple
yet elegant windows use
traditional lead and mouth
blown glass. The
ambiguous nature of these
designs allows the viewer
to engage with the window
as the weather and lighting
condition changes through
the day.

If you are looking for a classic ecclesiastical design or have a window that needs
repair, we can help. Collectively we have over 50 years of stained glass making
experience, including knowledge of painting, silver staining and etching, meaning that
whatever design you have in mind we can bring into reality.
Restoration is a different project to commissioning a piece, requiring more
knowledge and understanding of the original window, the intent behind the design,
and care to be shown due to the older quality of glass.
By speaking to our stained glass department we can ascertain what your window
would need to have done to it in order to restore it to its former glory.

Extras
Mirrors
Mirrors can be made for your home. Starting at £150 they can be used to introduce
light and colour to any room, and give the illusion of more space.

Mirror framing.
Any colour combination can be made
to any size. To attach our mirrors onto the wall we solder a
copper wire to the back, which can be hung on a simple hook in the wall. However,
this is just a temporary solution and we do advise that all mirrors or large hangings
should be supported by a frame.
We recommend framing all medium and large Stained Glass mirrors for presentation,
protection and support. We recommend a gun barrel grey coloured aluminium frame
as it is the same colour as lead and is lighter and stronger than wooden options. We
can work with local framers on your behalf, or you may wish to source your own.
Prices on request.

Glass painting
Applying a ceramic paint onto glass and firing it glazes a permanent mark onto the
glass, useful when you wish to incorporate details into a design. This technique is
how detailing is added in windows; showing off eyes, shadows and subtle shapes that
stained glass pieces would otherwise struggle to include.
Glass painting £150-£300 per 30cm square extra

Fused Wall Art
Commission a unique piece
of glass art for your home,
like this fused wall panel.
Butted up with mirrored
glass for enhanced reflective
qualities and wall bracketed
into the wall creates
stunning modern art.
Fused panel, butted mirror
and wall mounting brackets
£450-£1500 depending on
size and detail.

Tiffany Style
The Louis Tiffany studio developed and
invented copper foil with the advent of
the electric light bulb.

This sticky backed copper tape enables
the stained glass artists to solder
together multi-faceted three
dimensional glass shades.
Lamp bases can be sourced depending
on requirements.
Commission a Tiffany style shade £600 upwards, all colour schemes available.

Sandblasting and Silver
staining.
Silver staining, Trace lines and sandblasting.
The combination of applying and firing silver
staining and traditional ceramic glass painting,
onto a single piece of glass, allows you to
introduce a rich and intense yellow colour to
the glass painted area without having to
divide the design up with unnecessary lead lines.
By sandblasting glass you can create an opaque frosting effect, perfect for privacy.
These combined processes £450 - £900 per 30cm square extra.

Contact details
If you would like to commission a piece from Bath Aqua
Glass please email or call us to begin the process.
Email: stainedglass@bathaquaglass.com
Or call
Stained glass department: 01225 742832
Thank you for looking through our brochure. We hope it
has been useful and we look forward to speaking with you
soon.
Bath Aqua Glass

